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Two-way tables

Starter
1. (Review of last lesson)  A 6th form has  students.

 study Chemistry,  study Maths and  study Physics
(a) Copy and complete the Venn diagram
(b) A student is chosen at random.  Find the 

probability that:
(i) the student studies Physics & Chemistry 

but not maths
(ii) the student studies Physics given that they 

don’t study maths
(iii) if the student doesn’t study Chemistry, they 

don’t study Physics either.

2. (a) A company has  employees, with the same number of female and male 
employees.  Copy and complete the two-way table below.

(b) An employee is chosen at random.  Find the probability that:
(i) they are female given that they are junior staff
(ii) if they are Senior staff, they are male
(iii) they are Junior staff given that they are male.

Working: (a) The totals for female and male staff must both be  and then the 
rest of the numbers can be entered.

(b) (i)

Notes
Conditional probability with two-way tables is similar to Venn diagrams — the given (or if) part, 
which introduces the restriction, focuses our attention on only one part of the table.

Include row and column totals with your table, as it will be easier to fill in missing numbers. 
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E.g. 1 (a) In a year group, there are  students with blue eyes and  students with dark 

hair.   students with brown eyes have light hair.  Of the  students with green 
eyes, twice as many have light hair than dark hair.
Copy and complete the two-way table.

(b) A student is chosen at random.  Find the probability that:
(i) they have blue eyes given that they have dark hair
(ii) they have light hair given that they have green eyes
(iii) if they have brown eyes, they have dark hair
(iv) they have brown eyes, given that they don’t have light hair
(v) they have either blue or green eyes, given that they have light hair
(vi) if they don’t have blue eyes, they don’t have light hair.

Video: Probability in two-way tables

Solutions to Starter and E.g.s 

Exercise
p364 16B Qu 1i, 2-8, (9 red)

Summary
Conditional probability with two-way tables is similar to Venn diagrams — the given (or if) part, 
which introduces the restriction, focuses our attention on only one part of the table.
Include row and column totals with your table, as it will be easier to fill in missing numbers. 
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